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And relationships to Joseph Mansil Coker

*buried in Coker Cemetery; **presumed buried in Coker Cemetery

Ackermann, John Charles (1846-1926), uncle of wife, Hannah Marie Ackermann Coker, of great grandson, John Monroe Coker

Ackermann, Johann Andreas (1819-1897), uncle of wife, Henrietta Rippstein Seay, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay; paternal grandfather of wife, Hannah Marie Ackermann Coker, of great grandson, John Monroe Coker

Ackermann, Joseph (1818-1903), great grandfather of husband, Arthur Reinhart DeKunder, of great granddaughter, Pearl Harrison Coker

Ackermann, Margarethe Frey (1829-1915), great grandmother of husband, Arthur Reinhart DeKunder, of great grandson, John Monroe Coker

Altwein, Vera Beatrice Marmon (1893-1979)*, niece of husband, William C. Marmon, of great granddaughter, Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon

Andrews, John (1800-1886)

Aue, Max (1829-1903), paternal grandfather of wife, Lorene Aue Voelcker, of nephew, Louis Charles Voelcker, of wife, Ida Hortense Voelcker, of grandson, William Amanda Smith

Aue, Mollie Mae Maltsberger (1875-1963), mother of wife, Lorene Aue Voelcker, of nephew, Louis Charles Voelcker, of wife, Ida Hortense Voelcker, of grandson, William Amanda Smith; half first-cousin of wife, Mary Ann Maltsberger Jones, of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones

Aue, Rudolph (1870-1939), father of wife, Lorene Aue Voelcker, of nephew, Louis Charles Voelcker, of wife, Ida Hortense Voelcker, of grandson, William Amanda Smith

Austin, Stephen Fuller (1793-1836)

Autry, Albert Harrison (1885-1973),* great grandson via Sarah Jane Coker Autry

Autry, Albert Marion (1911-1927),* great grandson via Elmyra Minerva Hampton Autry

Autry, Annie B. Cochran (1894-1968),* wife of great grandson, Walter Taylor Autry

Autry, Cynthia Ann Weldon (1833-1907), wife of father-in-law, John Campbell Autry, of granddaughter, Sarah Jane Coker; wife of paternal grandfather, John Campbell Autry, of husband, William Campbell Autry, of granddaughter, Elmyra Minerva Hampton

Autry, Dora Jane (1892-1900),* great granddaughter via Sarah Jane Coker Autry

Autry, Eldridge James (1905-1994), great grandson via Elmyra Minerva Hampton Autry

Autry, Elmyra Minerva Hampton (1873-1943),* granddaughter via Malinda Winneford Coker Hampton

Autry, Emma M. Dengel (1884-1973),* wife of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry

Autry, Floyd Albert (1906-1961),* second great grandson via Albert Harrison Autry
Autry, John Campbell (1811-1886), father-in-law of granddaughter, Sarah Jane Coker; paternal grandfather of husband, William Campbell Autry, of granddaughter, Elmyra Minerva Hampton

Autry, Margaret Ann Mattix (1810-1861), mother-in-law of granddaughter, Sarah Jane Coker Autry

Autry, Marvin Wesley (1920-1999), second great grandson via Raymond McKinley Autry via Elmyra Minerva Hampton Autry

Autry, Milton Taylor (1889-1893),* great grandson via Sarah Jane Coker Autry

Autry, Robert T. (1920-), second great grandson via Walter Taylor Autry

Autry, Van Albert (1922-2008), second great grandson via Walter Taylor Autry

Autry, Sarah Jane Coker (1860-1930),* granddaughter via James Harrison Coker Autry

Autry, Sidney David (1925-), second great grandson via Walter Taylor Autry

Autry, Walter Taylor (1894-1953),* great grandson via Sarah Jane Coker Autry

Autry, Wesley Harrison (1913-1997), second great grandson via Albert Harrison Autry

Autry, William Campbell (1870-1949),* husband of granddaughter, Elmyra Minerva Hampton Autry

Autry, Zachary Taylor (1850-1895),* husband of granddaughter, Sarah Jane Coker

Bailey, Albert Rutherford (1883-1956),* husband of great granddaughter, Eleanor Magdalene Kelley

Bailey, Charles Thomas (1848-1901),* father-in-law of great granddaughter, Eleanor Magdalene Kelley; father-in-law of great granddaughter, Gertrude Mabel Kelley

Bailey, Eleanor Magdalene Kelley (1887-1982),* great granddaughter via Julia Emily Coker Kelley

Bailey, Elleanore Fletcher (1858-1935), mother-in-law of great granddaughter, Eleanor Magdalene Kelley; mother-in-law of great granddaughter, Gertrude Mabel Kelley

Bailey, Myron Leroy (1877-1961),* husband of great granddaughter, Gertrude Mabel Kelley

Barnes, Ada Elizabeth Autry (1887-1969), great granddaughter via Sarah Jane Coker Autry

Barry, Thomas H.C. (1836-1910), stepson via Ann Elizabeth Stevens Ludlum

Battaglia, Annie May Honore Irwin (1874-1943), wife of husband, Vincent Joseph Battaglia, of great granddaughter, Mary Maria Jones

Battaglia, Arcangelo Antonino (1840-1901), father-in-law of great granddaughter, Mary Maria Jones Battaglia

Battaglia, Fortunata Saladino (1845-1913), mother-in-law of great granddaughter, Mary Maria Jones Battaglia

Battaglia, Mary Maria Jones (1877-1908), great granddaughter via James Seaborn Jones

Battaglia, Robert Bryan (1928-2018), third great grandson via Anthony Michael Battaglia via Mary Maria Jones Battaglia

Battaglia, Vincent Joseph (1876-1942), husband of great granddaughter, Mary Maria Jones

Benfer, Adolph Edward (1871-1946), first cousin one time removed of wife, Henrietta Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar E. Seay
Benfer, Lena Schulmeier (1871-1901), aunt of husband, Arthur Reinhart DeKunder, of great granddaughter, Pearl Harrison Coker
Bennett, David Walker (1830-1913), son-in-law via marriage to Nancy Virginia Coker
Bennett, Margaret Ann (1830-1862), sister-in-law of daughter, Nancy Virginia Coker
Bennett, Nancy Virginia Coker (1834-1898), daughter
Bennett, Pamela Ann Moss (1801-1862), mother-in-law of daughter, Nancy Virginia Coker
Berry, Augustine Bust (1821-1908), maternal grandfather of wife, Julia Marie Harrison, of great grandson, John Marion Jones
Berry, Maria Dement Jenkins (1832-1911), maternal grandmother of wife, Julia Marie Harrison, of great grandson, John Marion Jones
Bode, G. Ernst (1823-1894), father-in-law of granddaughter, Ada Elena Seay
Bode, George E., III (1881-1883), great grandson via Ada Elena Seay Bode Dockery
Bode, George E., Jr. (1853-1905), husband of great granddaughter, Ada Elena Seay
Bode, Ida Emily (1879-1881), great granddaughter via Ada Elena Seay Bode Dockery
Boerendy, Franz (1830-1883)
Boerendy, Christine Julia (1815-1895)
Box, Marmaduke D. (1790-1874), maternal grandfather of husband, Joseph Bledsoe Moffett, of granddaughter, Frances Elisa Smith
Box, Nancy Powell (1793-1868), maternal grandmother
Boyd, Sarah Annie Hatch (1861-1902), sister-in-law of granddaughter, Melissa Hampton Hatch; sister-in-law of grandson, John Harrison Coker
Brady, Rebecca Jane McBea Autry Murdoch (1852-1928), mother-in-law of granddaughter, Elmyra Minerva Hampton; wife of husband, Zachary Taylor Autry; of granddaughter, Sarah Jane Coker
Brawner, Sarah Ambrozine Rogers (1855-1932), granddaughter via Eliza Caroline Coker Rogers
Brodnax, Robert (1858-1915), father-in-law of first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps; of grandson, James Marion Coker; father-in-law of first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps; of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Brown, Virginia Natalie Kelley (1900-1955), great granddaughter via Julia Emily Coker Kelley
Brummett, John William (1815-1881), husband of Keziah Carroll Harp
Brummett, Keziah Carroll Harp Jones (1815-1889), wife of first great uncle, Andrew Jackson Jones; of wife, Olive K. Capps; of grandson, James Marion Coker; wife of first great uncle, Andrew Jackson Jones; of wife Matilda Bellzora Capps; of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
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Burnett, Kiziah Jane Jones Ellison (1838-1899), aunt of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; aunt of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Burnett, William Davis (1833-1910), husband of Kiziah Jane Jones
Busch, Heinrich Karl (1826-1889), great grandfather of husband, Herbert Frank Heimer, of second great granddaughter, Janie Helen Marmon
Busch, Johann Heinrich (1786-1846), second great grandfather of husband, Herbert Frank Heimer, of second great granddaughter, Janie Helen Marmon
Busch, Johannette Weil (1831-1886), second great grandmother of husband, Herbert Frank Heimer, of second great granddaughter, Janie Helen Marmon
Busch, Johannette Wilhemine Koch (1786-1846), second great grandmother of husband, Herbert Frank Heimer, of second great granddaughter, Janie Helen Marmon
Busch, Peggy Joyce Stark (1928-), niece of wife, Mattie Marie Lewis, of second great grandson, Elmer Fred Tomasini
Caldwell, Johnnie Daugherty Capps (1875-1950), wife of brother-in-law, William Ransom Capps, of grandsons, James Marion Coker and Charles Edward Jones
Caldwell, Johnnie Daugherty Capps (1875-1950), wife of brother-in-law, William Ransom Capps, of grandsons, James Marion Coker and Charles Edward Jones
Calvert, Gertrude Mabel Kelley Bailey (1886-1974),* great granddaughter via Julia Emily Coker Kelley
Camp, Benjamin Thomas (1855-1909),* husband of granddaughter, Nancy Nell Hampton
Camp, Nancy Nell Hampton (1863-1956),* granddaughter via Malinda Winneford Coker Hampton
Campbell, Benjamin Thomas (1880-1963), nephew of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; nephew of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Campbell, James Knox Polk (1827-1890)
Campbell, Franklin Farrington (1859-?)
Campbell, James Knox Polk, II (1861-1929)
Capps, Burton Romail (1880-1963), nephew of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; nephew of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Capps, Eliza Jane Jones (1835-1901),* mother-in-law of grandsons, James Marion Coker and Charles Edward Jones
Capps, James Pleasant (1866-1947), brother-in-law of grandsons, James Marion Coker and Charles Edward Jones
Capps, John Stanton (1857-1931), brother-in-law of grandsons, James Marion Coker and Charles Edward Jones; husband of niece, Sarah Elizabeth Wilson, of wife, Judith Hamlin Wilson, of son, Neill Brown Coker
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Capps, Johnnie Daughtery (1875-1950), wife of brother-in-law, William Ransom Capps, Jr., of grandsons, James Marion Coker and Charles Edward Jones
Capps, Mary Francis Monk (1857-1929), wife of brother-in-law, Samuel Branson Capps, of grandsons, James Marion Coker and Charles Edward Jones
Capps, Samuel Branson (1854-1943), brother-in-law of grandsons, James Marion Coker and Charles Edward Jones
Capps, Sarah Elizabeth Wilson (1856-1925), niece of wife, Judith Hamlin Wilson, of son, Neill Brown Coker; first cousin of wife, Belle Sabins, of grandson, James Marion Coker
Capps, William Ransom (1830-1921),* father-in-law of grandsons, James Marion Coker and Charles Edward Jones
Capps, William Ransom, Jr. (1858-1911),* brother-in-law of grandsons, James Marion Coker and Charles Edward Jones
Carver, Maria Lorene Jones (1895-1966), great granddaughter via Charles Edward Jones
Coates, Ethel Maud Jones (1885-1982), great granddaughter via Henry Amos Jones via Jane Maria Coker Jones
Cohen, Paula Krause (1903-?), first cousin one time removed of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry
Coker, Alvin Floyd (1906-1981),* great grandson via John Harrison Coker
Coker, Annabelle Hesler (1909-1990),* wife of great grandson, Carlton Samuel Coker
Coker, Belle Sabins (1864-1883),* wife of grandson, James Marion Coker
Coker, Carlton Marion (1945-), second great grandson via Carlton Samuel Coker
Coker, Carlton Samuel (1901-1978),* great grandson via James Marion Coker
Coker, Caroline Manley Smith (1845-1933),* wife of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Coker, Eldridge Marion (1893-1959),* grandson via James Marion Coker
Coker, Fannie Hayes Hatch (1868-1955),* wife of grandson, John Harrison Coker; sister-in-law of granddaughter, Melissa Lee Hampton
Coker, Fred Maurice (1916-1951), second great grandson via John Monroe Coker
Coker, Grace C. Fields (1907-1998),* wife of great grandson, Alvin Floyd Coker
Coker, Hannah Marie Ackermann (1890-1972), wife of great grandson, John Monroe Coker
Coker, James (1797-1879), brother
Coker, James Drew (1875-1890),* grandson via Neill Brown Coker
Coker, James Everett (1888-1977),* grandson via James Marion Coker
Coker, James Harrison (1827-1892),* son
Coker, James Marion (1858-1941),* grandson via James Harrison Coker
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Coker, James William (1895-1968), great grandson via John Harrison Coker
Coker, James William, Jr. (1921-1971), second great grandson via James William Coker
Coker, John (1765-1847), father
Coker, John Andrew (1911-1958), second great grandson via John Monroe Coker
Coker, John Harrison (1862-1932),* grandson via James Harrison Coker
Coker, John Monroe (1886-1962), great grandson via John Harrison Coker
Coker, John “Jack” R. (1789-1861),* brother
Coker, Joseph Clarence, Jr. (1923-1980), second great grandson via Joseph Clarence Coker via John Harrison Coker
Coker, Joseph Leonard (1873-1892),* grandson via Neill Brown Coker
Coker, Joseph Mansil (1799-1881),* self
Coker, Judith Hamlin Wilson (1843-1932),* daughter-in-law via marriage to Neill Brown Coker
Coker, Leva Margarita Favella (1898-1994), wife of great grandson, James William Coker
Coker, Loucious Monroe (1851-1857),* grandson via James Harrison Coker
Coker, Malinda Brown (1803-1853), wife
Coker, Neill Brown (1849-1932),* son
Coker, Olive K. Capps (1871-1915),* wife of grandson, James Marion Coker; sister-in-law of grandson, Charles Edward Jones; mother-in-law of great grandson, Vivian Lee Jones
Coker, Sarah Jane Gann (1831-1870),* daughter-in-law via marriage to James Harrison Coker
Coker, Vaughn Elbert (1895-1973),* grandson via James Harrison Coker
Coker, William Leonard Tarrant (1846-1928),* son
Coker, William Morgan (1853-1882),* grandson via James Harrison Coker
Coleman, Carrie Eva Northway (1898-1985), great granddaughter via Eva Permelia Seay Northway
Coleman, Catherine Ford (1854-1897), first cousin of husband, Joseph Bledsoe Moffett, of granddaughter, Frances Elisa Smith
Coleman, Rufus (1845-1923), husband of Catherine Ford Coleman, first cousin of husband, Joseph Bledsoe Moffett, of granddaughter, Frances Elisa Smith
Cravey, Benjamin Franklin (1855-1934) husband of Nancy Lea Smith, sister-in-law of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Cravey, John (1855-1888), husband of Mary Polly Smith, sister-in-law of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
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Cravey, Mary Polly Smith (1858-1918), sister-in-law of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Cravey, Nancy Lea Smith (1862-1894), sister-in-law of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Davison, George F. (1826-1907),* father-in-law of grandson, Lee Bee Jones
Davison, Maria Maud Knott (1848-1908),* mother-in-law of grandson, Lee Bee Jones
DeKunder, Arthur Reinhart (1890-1961),* husband of great granddaughter, Pearl Harrison Coker DeKunder
DeKunder, Fannie Mae Coker (1889-1986),* great granddaughter via John Harrison Coker
DeKunder, Henry Julius (1910-1969),* second great grandson via Fanny Mae Coker DeKunder
DeKunder, Josephine Schulmeier (1868-1968), mother-in-law of great granddaughter, Pearl Harrison Coker DeKunder
DeKunder, Julius Henry (1885-1960),* husband of great granddaughter, Fanny Mae Coker; brother-in-law of great granddaughter, Pearl Harrison Coker DeKunder
DeKunder, Pearl Harrison Coker (1892-1955),* great granddaughter via John Harrison Coker
DeKunder, Peter (1857-1934), father-in-law of great granddaughter, Pearl Harrison Coker DeKunder
DeKunder, William Clarence (1919-1972), second great grandson via Pearl Harrison Coker DeKunder
DeKunder, William P. (1887-1952), brother-in-law of great granddaughter, Pearl Harrison Coker DeKunder
Dengel, Florence Aileen Jones (1894-1928),* great granddaughter via Lee Bee Jones
Dengel, Johanna Wadenpohl (1866-1928),* mother-in-law of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; mother-in-law of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones Dengel
Dengel, John (1861-1940),* father-in-law of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; father-in-law of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones Dengel
Dengel, John Henry (1890-1932),* brother-in-law of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; brother-in-law of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones Dengel
Dengel, Joseph (1833-1920), paternal grandfather of wife, Emma Dengel Autry, of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; paternal grandfather of husband, Joseph Anton Dengel, of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones Dengel
Dengel, Josepha (1838-?), first great uncle of wife, Emma Dengel Autry, of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; first great uncle of husband, Joseph Anton Dengel, of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones Dengel
Dengel, Joseph Anton (1888-1962),* husband of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones; brother-in-law of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry
Dengel, Kenneth Davison (1914-1988),* second great grandson via Florence Aileen Jones Dengel
Dengel, Mary Anna (1827-?), paternal grandmother of wife, Emma Dengel Autry, of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; paternal grandmother of husband, Joseph Anton Dengel, of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones Dengel

Devine, Helen Elder (1820-1881)
Devine, James Maxwell (1811-1909)
Devine, Joseph Phillip (1856-1902)
Devine, Thomas Jefferson (1820-1890)
Dobie, J. Frank (1888-1964)
Dobie, Nathaniel James (1811-1838)
Dobie, Sterling Neblett (1816-1880)
Dockery, Ada Elena Seay Bode (1858-1944), granddaughter via Sarah Pamela Coker Seay
Dodson, Claramine Jones (1846-1903), granddaughter via Harriet Elvira Coker Jones
Dorn, Densley (1815-1875), uncle of husband, William Densley Smith, of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker
Dorn, Robert (1801-1870), uncle of husband, William Densley Smith, of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker
Dorn, William C. (1839-1859), first cousin of son-in-law, William Densley Smith
Duncan, Benjamin Franklin (1838-1918), husband of Frances Tomerlin
Earnest, Albert Clay (1853-1915), husband of Dorothea Bode
Earnest, Dorothea Bode Schweitzer (1849-1908), sister-in-law of granddaughter, Ada Elena Seay Bode Dockery
Eidman, Ellen Louise Krause (1904-1994), first cousin one time removed of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry
Ellison, Samuel C. (1856-1905), first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Ellison, Sara Adeline Jones (1858-1943), first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Ellison, William B. (1838-1899), husband of Kiziah Jane Jones Ellison Burnett
Enderle, Catherina Salome Hummel (1811-1858), maternal grandmother of wife, Ida Hortense Voelcker, of grandson, William Amanda Smith
Enderle, Frederick (1805-1877), maternal grandfather of wife, Ida Hortense Voelcker, of grandson, William Amanda Smith
Estiso, Alex (1823-After 1860), husband of mother-in-law, Philica Ann Dixon Hopkins, of grandson, Marion Taylor Jones
Estiso, Philica Ann Dixon Hopkins (1830-After 1860), mother-in-law of grandson, Marion Taylor Jones
Extence, Mettie Myrtle Tomerlin (1891-1977),* niece of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger
Farrington, Franklin (1806-1892)
Ferguson, Anna Veronica Finto Pearce Johnson (1881-1967), stepdaughter of half sister, Mary Ann Irwin, of wife, Annie May Honore Irwin, of husband, Vincent Joseph Battaglia, of great granddaughter, Mary Maria Jones
Fincke, Johanna Schulmeier (1842-1882), first cousin of wife, Henrietta Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay; first great aunt of husband, Arthur Reinhart DeKunder, of great granddaughter, Pearl Harrison Coker
Fincke, Wilhelm (1826-1914), husband of Johanna Schulmeier
Finto, John (1831-1905), husband of half sister, Mary Ann Irwin, of Annie May Honore Irwin
Finto, Lurinda Locke Brown (1845-1881),* wife of John Finto
Finto, Sarah (1867-1880),* stepdaughter of half sister, Mary Ann Irwin, of Annie May Honore Irwin
Fix, Anna Belle Isom (1921-1999), third great granddaughter via Claude Elijah Isom via Edna Belle Coker via James Marion Coker
Fix, Robert Samuel (1918-2000), husband of Anna Belle Isom
Ford, Mildred Susana Jacobs (1853-1918), wife of Presley Thomas Ford
Ford, Presley Thomas (1853-1918), first cousin of husband, Joseph Bledsoe Moffett, of granddaughter, Frances Elisa Smith
Ford, Rachel Sara Moffett (1824-1896), aunt of husband, Joseph Bledsoe Moffett, of granddaughter, Frances Elisa Smith
Ford, Rebecca Moffett (1826-1881),* aunt of husband, Joseph Bledsoe Moffett, of granddaughter, Frances Elisa Smith
Ford, Solomon (1824-1858), husband of Rebecca Moffett
Ford, Thomas Vinson (1821-1890), husband of Rachel Sarah Moffett
Freeman, Edith Elizabeth Bailey* (1908-1971), second great granddaughter via Eleanor Magdalene Kelley Bailey
Freeman, Roy William (1908-1971), husband of second great granddaughter, Edith Elizabeth Bailey
Frey, Peter (1792-1846), second great grandfather of husband, Arthur Reinhart DeKunder, of great granddaughter, Pearl Harrison Coker
Ganahl, Charles F. de (1829-1883)
Ganahl, Virginia Wright (1834-1895)
Gann, George W. (1836-1923), brother-in-law of son, James Harrison Coker
Gann, John Delaney (1818-1864), brother-in-law of son, James Harrison Coker
Gann, Nancy Woodley Arnold Reddin (1813-1869), wife of father-in-law, William Gann, of son, James Harrison Coker; mother-in-law of brother-in-law, John Delaney Gann, of son, James Harrison Coker
Gann, Ruth Ann Delaney (1816-1837), mother-in-law of son, James Harrison Coker
Gann, William (1797-1872), father-in-law of son, James Harrison Coker
Garwood, Minnie Alice Bennett (1881-1972), granddaughter via Nancy Virginia Coker Bennett
Gerfers, Anna Catherina Krause (1845-1902), aunt of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry
Gerfers, Clarence Arthur (1911-1987),* husband of second great granddaughter, Edna Mae DeKunder; brother-in-law of second great grandson, Howard Lee Autry, via Albert Harrison Autry
Gerfers, Clyde Luther (1911-1988), brother-in-law of second great granddaughter, Edna Mae DeKunder; brother-in-law of second great grandson, Howard Lee Autry, via Albert Harrison Autry
Gerfers, Conrad C. (1884-1948),* father-in-law of second great granddaughter, Edna Mae DeKunder; father-in-law of second great grandson, Howard Lee Autry, via Albert Harrison Autry; first cousin of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry
Gerfers, Edna Mae DeKunder (1914-1989),* second great granddaughter via Fanny Mae Coker DeKunder
Gerfers, Frederick Wilhelm (1849-1878), brother-in-law of sister-in-law, Martha Ann Elizabeth Smith Gerfers, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Gerfers, Gerald Lloyd (1906-1933),* brother-in-law of second great granddaughter, Edna Mae DeKunder Gerfers; brother-in-law of second great grandson, Howard Lee Autry, via Albert Harrison Autry
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Gerfers, Johann Theodore (1809-1873), father-in-law of sister-in-law, Martha Ann Elizabeth Smith Gerfers, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Gerfers, Marie von Schmidt Juergens (1856-After 1940), mother-in-law of sister-in-law, Martha Ann Elizabeth Smith Gerfers, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Gerfers, Martha Ann Elizabeth Smith (1843-1878), sister-in-law of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Gerfers, William Peter (1827-1899), husband of sister-in-law, Martha Ann Elizabeth Smith Gerfers, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Gobble, James B. (1835-1900), husband of half aunt, Phoebe Ann McKay, of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker
Gordon, Clara Greene (1882-1954)*
Gulick, Augustus Pearl (1849-1933), husband of Jeanette Tomasini; father-in-law of nephew, Joseph Smith, of husband, William Densley Smith, of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker; father-in-law of sister-in-law, Julia Carrie Isom Gulick, of great grandson, Amos Dickens Jones, Jr., via Marion Taylor Jones
Gulick, Homer Price (1885-1953),* son of Augustus Pearl Gulick and stepson of Jeanette Tomasini
Gulick, Jeanette Tomasini (1867-1917), sister-in-law of great granddaughter, Margaret Ann Autry Tomasini
Gulick, Joseph William (1874-1956),* husband of sister-in-law, Julia Carrie Isom, of great granddaughter, Edna Belle Coker Isom via James Marion Coker
Gulick, Priscilla Ann Price (1848-1886),* wife of Augustus Pearl Gulick; mother-in-law sister-in-law, Julia Carrie Isom Gulick, of great grandson, Amos Dickens Jones, Jr., via Marion Taylor Jones; mother-in-law
Hampton, Edith Smith (1886-1973),* wife of grandson, James Wade Hampton
Hampton, James Newton (1835-1890),** husband of daughter, Malinda Winneford Coker
Hampton, James Wade (1877-1930),* grandson via Malinda Winneford Coker Hampton
Hampton, Malinda Winneford Coker (1840-1929),* daughter
Hampton, Ruth Christine (1916-1944),* great granddaughter via James Wade Hampton
Hampton, William Madison (1876-1960),* grandson via Malinda Winneford Coker Hampton
Hanz, Linda Margarett Werner Hanz (1926-2005)
Hardin, Martha Rebekah Coker (1865-1930), granddaughter via James Harrison Coker
Hardin, Thomas Henry (1858-1913), husband of granddaughter, Martha Rebekah Coker

Harper, Beatrice Maud Jones (1890-1990),* great granddaughter via Lee Bee Jones

Harper, Dottie Belle Maltsberger (1898-1991),* second great granddaughter via Sarah Geneva Autry Maltsberger Wehe

Harper, Harlan (1884-1962),* husband of great granddaughter, Julia Viola Kelley Harper, via Julia Emily Coker Kelley


Harper, Lysander Adams (1844-1920), father-in-law of great granddaughter, Julia Viola Kelley Harper, via Julia Emily Coker Kelley; father-in-law of great granddaughter, Beatrice Maud Jones, via Lee Bee Jones

Harris, Catherine Elizabeth Tomerlin Jones (1843-1913), wife of Martin Van Buren Jones; aunt of husbands, James Jefferson Tomerlin and William Bee Tomerlin, of sister-in-law, Margaret Ellen Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger

Harris, Hiram E. (1837-1880), husband of Catherine Elizabeth Tomerlin Jones

Harris, Hiram E., Jr. (1872-1950), stepson of uncle, Martin Van Buren Jones, of wife, Olive Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; stepson of uncle, Martin Van Buren Jones, of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones; nephew of husband, Allen R. Tomerlin, of aunt, Nancy Agnes Jones, of Olive Capps and Matilda Bellzora Capps

Harrison, Allie Gay Stanley (1902-2001),* wife of Willie Willis Harrison

Harrison, James Joseph (1847-1927),* father-in-law of great grandson, John Marion Jones; father-in-law of wife, Bessie Lee Sapp Camp Harrison, of great grandson, Alonzo Garrison Camp, via Nancy Nell Hampton Camp

Harrison, Jot Gunter (1886-1956),* brother-in-law of great grandson, John Marion Jones; married to Nancy Cordelia Tomerlin, niece of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger

Harrison, James Merritt (1933-2014),* nephew of wife, Julia Marie Harrison, of great grandson, John Marion Jones

Harrison, Kate Augustin Berry (1855-1926), mother-in-law of great grandson, John Marion Jones; mother-in-law wife, Bessie Lee Sapp Camp Harrison, of great grandson, Alonzo Garrison Camp, via Nancy Nell Hampton Camp
Harrison, Nancy Cordelia (1889-1962),* niece of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger
Harrison, Onis Lester (1910-1954),* grandnephew of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker; nephew of wife, Julia Marie Harrison, of great grandson, John Marion Jones; grandnephew of husband, John Samuel Maltsberger, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry
Harrison, William B. (1811-1836)
Harrison, Willie Willis (1898-1982),* brother-in-law of great grandson, John Marion Jones; brother-in-law of wife, Bessie Lee Sapp Camp Harrison, of great grandson, Alonzo Garrison Camp, via Nancy Nell Hampton Camp
Hatch, Ann Maria Hatch (1831-1908), mother-in-law of granddaughter, Melissa Lee Hampton Hatch; mother-in-law of grandson, John Harrison Coker
Hatch, Davis William (1825-1908), uncle of husband, James Collins Hatch, of granddaughter, Melissa Lee Hampton; uncle of wife, Fanny Hayes Hatch, of grandson, John Harrison Coker
Hatch, James Collins (1858-1941), husband of granddaughter, Melissa Lee Hampton
Hatch, Jonathan Nicholson (1829-1902), father-in-law of granddaughter, Melissa Lee Hampton Hatch; father-in-law of grandson, John Harrison Coker
Hatch, Joseph Addison (1829-1912), uncle of husband, James Collins Hatch, of granddaughter, Melissa Lee Hampton; uncle of wife, Fanny Hayes Hatch, of grandson, John Harrison Coker
Hatch, Joseph Anderson (1793-1860), maternal grandfather and first great uncle of husband, James Collins Hatch, of granddaughter, Melissa Lee Hampton; maternal grandfather and first great uncle of wife, Fanny Hayes Hatch, of grandson, John Harrison Coker
Hatch, Lewis Conn (1893-1956), great grandson via Melissa Hampton Hatch
Hatch, Melissa Lee Hampton (1866-1953), granddaughter via Malinda Winneford Coker Hampton
Hatch, Pamela Louisa Nicholson Brown (1788-1850), paternal grandmother of husband, James Collins Hatch, of granddaughter, Melissa Lee Hampton; paternal grandmother of wife, Fanny Hayes Hatch, of grandson, John Harrison Coker
Hatch, Phoebe Cartwright Starbuck Hatch (1793-1856), maternal grandmother of husband, James Collins Hatch, of granddaughter, Melissa Lee Hampton; maternal grandmother of wife, Fanny Hayes Hatch, of grandson, John Harrison Coker
Hatch, Sarah Bodfish Hatch (1834-1917), aunt of husband, James Collins Hatch, of granddaughter, Melissa Lee Hampton; aunt of wife, Fanny Hayes Hatch, of grandson, John Harrison Coker
Hatch, Sylvanus (1788-1885), paternal grandfather of husband, James Collins Hatch, of granddaughter, Melissa Lee Hampton; paternal grandfather of wife, Fanny Hayes Hatch, of grandson, John Harrison Coker
Heimer, Alma E. Heidrich (1881-1971), mother-in-law of second great granddaughter, Janie Helen Marmon Heimer Montgomery
Heimer, Augusta Billenger (1827-1852), great grandmother of husband, Herbert Frank Heimer, of second of second great granddaughter, Janie Helen Marmon Heimer Montgomery
Heimer, Franz (1845-1921), paternal grandfather of husband, Herbert Frank Heimer, of second of second great granddaughter, Janie Helen Marmon Heimer Montgomery
Heimer, Herbert Frank (1911-1973), husband of second great granddaughter, Janie Helen Marmon Heimer Montgomery
Heimer, Herman (1879-1929), father-in-law of second great granddaughter, Janie Helen Marmon Heimer Montgomery
Heimer, Gustina Schmidt Leitsch (1828-1880), wife of great grandfather, Michael Heimer, of husband, Herbert Frank Heimer, of second of second great granddaughter, Janie Helen Marmon Heimer Montgomery
Heimer, Marvin Robert Karl (1908-1910), brother-in-law of second great granddaughter, Janie Helen Marmon Heimer Montgomery
Heimer, Michael (1813-1881), great grandfather of husband, Herbert Frank Heimer, of second of second great granddaughter, Janie Helen Marmon Heimer Montgomery
Helmke, William (1903-1936)
Hester, Robert Franklin (1842-?), brother-in-law of brother-in-law, Elijah Benjamin Smith, of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker Smith
Higgins, Anna Maria Zimmermann (1832-1905)
Higgins, Elizabeth Andrews (1792-1868)
Higgins, Edward (1821-1875)
Hogue, Elsie Isadora Polk Capps (1865-1912), wife of brother-in-law, William Ransom Capps, Jr., of grandson, James Marion Coker; wife of brother-in-law, William Ransom Capps, Jr., of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Hopkins, Clara (1780-1875), paternal grandmother of wife, Clarissa Ann Hopkins, of grandson, Marion Taylor Jones
Hopkins, Elias Jackson (1825-1853), father-in-law of grandson, Marion Taylor Jones
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Howard, Gertrude May Finto (1878-1890), stepdaughter of half-sister, Mary Ann Irwin Finto, of wife, Annie Mary Honore Irwin, of husband, Vincent Joseph Battaglia, of great granddaughter, Mary Maria Jones

Huggins, George (1838-?), husband of aunt, Nancy Agnes Jones, of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; husband of aunt of wife, Matilda Belzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Isom, Claude Eldon (1925-1995), third great grandson via Claude Elijah Isom
Isom, Claude Elijah (1898-1960), second great grandson via Edna Belle Coker Isom
Isom, Edna Belle Coker (1880-1948),* great granddaughter via James Marion Coker
Isom, Elbert Franklin (1914-1970),* second great grandson via Edna Belle Coker Isom
Isom, Elijah Franklin (1874-1959),* husband of great granddaughter, Edna Belle Coker
Isom, Frances Elizabeth Toole (1843-1897), wife of father-in-law, William Jackson Isom, of great granddaughter, Edna Belle Coker Isom
Isom, Irma Leola Lytle (1898-1946), wife of second great grandson, Wilbert James Isom
Isom, Robert Pinckney (1869-1952),* brother-in-law of great granddaughter, Edna Belle Coker Isom; brother-in-law of great grandson, Amos Dickens Jones, Jr., via Marion Taylor Jones
Isom, William Jackson (1848-1896),* father-in-law of great granddaughter, Edna Belle Coker Isom; father-in-law great grandson, Amos Dickens Jones, Jr., via Marion Taylor Jones

Jacobs, Artemesia Grounds Coleman (1825-1871), mother-in-law of first cousin, Presley Thomas Ford, of husband, Joseph Bledsoe Moffett, of granddaughter, Frances Elisa Smith
Jacobs, Harvey Neal (1826-1870), father-in-law of first cousin, Presley Thomas Ford, of husband, Joseph Bledsoe Moffett, of granddaughter, Frances Elisa Smith

Jamison, Ada Maverick (1902-1997)
Jamison, Glen Clifford (1899-1973)

Jeffers, James William (1821-1888), husband of Salina Jones; father-in-law of brother-in-law, Francis Marion McBee, of husband, Zachary Taylor Autry, of granddaughter, Sarah Jane Coker
Jeffers, John Henry (1860-1934), first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones; brother-in-law of uncle, Francis Marion McBee, of husband, Zachary Taylor Autry, of granddaughter, Sarah Jane Coker
Jeffers, Salina Jones (1826-1911), aunt of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; aunt of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Jeffers, William B. (1847-Aft 1908), first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones; brother-in-law of uncle, Francis Marion McBee, of husband, Zachary Taylor Autry, of granddaughter, Sarah Jane Coker

Jeffers, William R. (1878-?), first cousin one time removed of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin one time of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Johnson, William Marion Sabins (1878-?), brother-in-law of grandson, James Marion Coker; nephew of wife, Josey Ann Wilson, of son, James Harrison Coker

Jones, Ada Montgomery (1860-1945),* wife of grandson, Amos Henry Jones

Jones, Amos Dickens (1827-1906),* son-in-law via marriage to Jane Maria Coker; brother-in-law of daughter, Harriet Elvira Coker Jones

Jones, Amos Henry (1858-1919), grandson via Jane Maria Coker Jones

Jones, Andrew Gatliff (1853-1933), first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Jones, Andrew Jackson (1809-1844), first great uncle of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Jones, Andrew Jackson (1809-1844), first great uncle of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Jones, Bertha Jane Coker (1890-1982),* great granddaughter via James Marion Coker

Jones, Catherine Foster Long (1803-1873),* mother-in-law of daughter, Harriet Elvira Coker Jones

Jones, Charles Edward (1869-1942),* grandson via Jane Maria Coker Jones

Jones, Clarissa Ann Hopkins (1850-1940), wife of grandson, Marion Taylor Jones

Jones, Eldred Calvin (1893-1960),* great grandson via Charles Edward Jones

Jones, Edmond Monroe (1871-1952), great grandson via Jonathan Monroe Jones

Jones, Elizabeth Jane Martin (1800-1899), maternal grandmother of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; maternal grandmother of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Jones, Ernest Elmer (1898-1954), second great grandson via Amos Dickens Jones, Jr., via Marion Taylor Jones

Jones, Fannie (1846-1846), granddaughter via Harriet Elvira Coker Jones

Jones, Florence Jane Davison (1868-1937),* wife of grandson, Lee Bee Jones
Jones, Frances Jane Weir (1891-1974),* wife of great grandson, Eldred Calvin Jones
Jones, Garland M. (1919-2014),* second great grandson via Vivian Lee Jones; second great grandson via Bertha Jane Coker Jones
Jones, Gerald M. (1885-1929),* great grandson via Lee Bee Jones
Jones, Harriett Elvira Coker (1823-1846), daughter
Jones, Henry Alexander (1874-1951), great grandson via Jonathan Monroe Jones
Jones, James Lee (1913-1973),* second great grandson via Vivian Lee Jones; second great grandson via Bertha Jane Coker Jones
Jones, James Seaborn (1856-1931),* grandson via Jane Maria Coker Jones
Jones, Jane Maria Coker (1825-1896),* daughter
Jones, John Alexander (1821-1895), first great uncle of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first great uncle of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, John Alexander, Jr. (1841-1860), first cousin one time removed of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin one time removed of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, John Lafayette (1858-1912), first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, John Marion (1876-1937),* great grandson via Marion Taylor Jones
Jones, Jonathan Monroe (1850-1909), grandson via Jane Maria Coker Jones
Jones, Joseph F. (1824-1870), brother-in-law of daughter, Harriet Elvira Coker Jones; husband of niece, Nancy Mary Shockley, of wife, Malinda Brown
Jones, Julia Marie Harrison (1883-1916),* wife of great grandson, John Marion Jones
Jones, Lee Bee (1863-1926),* grandson via Jane Maria Coker Jones
Jones, Lillian Lorraine Hedges (1916-2007),* wife of second great grandson, James Lee Jones
Jones, Mahala Jane Capps (1825-1920), aunt of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; aunt of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, Marion Taylor (1845-1911),* grandson via Jane Maria Coker Jones
Jones, Martha Southward (1852-1943), wife of first cousin, Samuel H. Jones, of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; wife of first cousin, Samuel H. Jones, of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, Martin Van Buren (1830-1859), uncle of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; uncle of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, Mary Ann Maltsberger (1856-1916), wife of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones
Jones, Matilda Bellzora Capps (1875-1974),* wife of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, Melinda Ward Ringold (?-1875), wife of uncle, William Branson Jones, of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; wife of uncle, William Branson Jones, of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, Melvina F. Camk (1827-1897), wife of son-in-law, William Long Jones
Jones, Nancy Ann (1858-About 1860), first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, Nancy Shockley (1829-1858), niece of wife, Malinda Brown; wife of brother-in-law, Joseph F. Jones, of daughter, Harriet Elvira Coker Jones
Jones, Rebecca Frances Kesterson (1858-1902), wife of grandson, James Seaborn Jones
Jones, Reginald Capps (1921-2012),* second great grandson via Vivian Lee Jones; second great grandson via Bertha Jane Coker Jones
Jones, Rosanna C. (1846-?), sister-in-law of daughter, Harriet Elvira Coker Jones
Jones, Samuel C. (1793-1889),* maternal grandfather of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; maternal grandfather of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, Samuel Cunningham (1857-1890), first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, Samuel Henderson (1848-1876), first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, Seaborn Brown (1852-1917), grand nephew of wife, Malinda Brown; nephew of husband, William Long Jones, of daughter, Harriet Elvira Coker; husband of sister-in-law, Martha Ellen Malsberger, of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones
Jones, Seaborn Lisbon (1798-1870?),** father-in-law of daughter, Harriet Elvira Coker Jones
Jones, Seaborn Wesley (1839-1904), brother-in-law of daughter, Harriet Elvira Coker Jones
Jones, Sibbia Ann Baird (1860-1915), wife of first cousin, Samuel Cunningham Jones, of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; wife of first cousin, Samuel Cunningham Jones, of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, Texana Stevens (1859-1888), wife of first cousin, Andrew Gatliff Jones, of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; wife of first cousin, Andrew Gatliff Jones, of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, Vivian Lee (1889-1972),* great grandson via Lee Bee Jones
Jones, Vivian Royce (1917-2011),* second great grandson via Vivian Lee Jones; second great grandson via Bertha Jane Coker Jones
Jones, William Branson (1825-1889), uncle of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; uncle of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, William Long (1822-1874), son-in-law via marriage to Harriet Elvira Coker; brother-in-law of daughter, Jane Maria Coker Jones
Jones, William Martin (1869-1944), first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Jones, Wilma Jeanette Stanfield (1918-2013),* wife of second great grandson, Vivian Royce Jones
Kaderli, Alida Emilia Heimer (1913-2004), sister-in-law of second great granddaughter, Janie Helen Marmon Heimer
Kanitzki, Frank (1830-?)
Kanitzki, Mary (1855-?)
Katona, Gabriel (1830-?)
Katona, Terez (1823-1883)*
Kelley, Annie Huckle (1895-1984),* wife of great grandson, James Edward Kelley, Jr.
Kelley, Francis J. (1902-1906),* great grandson via Julia Emily Coker Kelley
Kelley, James Edward (1861-1918),* husband of granddaughter, Julia Emily Coker
Kelley, James Edward, Jr. (1895-1965),* great grandson via Julia Emily Coker Kelley
Kelley, Julia Emily Coker (1866-1947),* granddaughter via James Harrison Coker
Kelley, Patrick (1836-1922), father-in-law of granddaughter, Julia Emily Coker
Kelley, William Lawrence (1909-1999), great grandson via Julia Emily Coker Kelley
Kenistsky, Matthew (1877-1879)*
Kenney, John Wesley, Jr. (1871-1945)
Kenney, Nat Mitchell (1886-1969)
Kesterson, Alice Josephine Sabins (1861-1930), sister-in-law of grandson, James Marion Coker; niece of wife, Judith Hamlin Wilson, of son, Neill Brown Coker
Kesterson, George Washington (1856-1930), brother-in-law of grandson, James Seaborn Jones; husband of niece, Alice Josephine Sabins; nephew of wife, Esther Johnson, of brother-in-law, Solomon C. Wilson, of son James Harrison Coker
Kesterson, Mary Johnson (1826-1860), mother-in-law of grandson, James Seaborn Jones; sister-in-law of brother-in-law, Solomon C. Wilson, of son James Harrison Coker
Kesterson, Rufus Morgan (1826-1861), father-in-law of grandson, James Seaborn Jones
Klenke, Fannie Weber Locke (1876-1929), niece of wife, Ida Hortense Voelcker, of grandson, William Amanda Smith; niece of wife, Laura Matilde Voelcker, of brother-in-law, Jacob Linn Smith, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker

Kneipp, Loui (1810-Aft. 1880)
Knight, George Perry (1816-1898)
Knight, Theodore Thomas (1839-1908)
Krause, Conrad (1810-1889), maternal grandfather of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry; father-in-law of brother-in-law, Theodore W. Gerfers, of sister in-law, Martha Ann Elizabeth Smith, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker

Krause, Elisa Loehr (1834-1915),* wife of uncle, George Krause, of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry
Krause, George (1834-1922),* uncle of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry; brother-in-law of Theodore W. Gerfers of sister in-law, Martha Ann Elizabeth Smith, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker

Krause, Heinrich (1823-1887), husband of aunt, Susannah Catharina Ackermann, of wife, Henrietta Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay


Krause, Juliana Ackermann Schulmeier (1812-1869), aunt of wife, Henrietta Rippstein, of great grandson, Edgar C. Seay

Krause, Linda (1900-1931), first cousin one time removed of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry

Krause, Norma (1899-1997), first cousin one time removed of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry

Krause, Susannah Ackermann Schulmeier (1812-1869), aunt of wife, Henrietta Rippstein, of great grandson, Edgar C. Seay

Krause, Walter A. (1910-1989), nephew of wife, Anna Uecker, of brother-in-law, Carl John Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry Wehe; first cousin one time removed of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry Wehe; grand nephew
of wife, Anna Catherina Krause, of brother-in-law, Theodore W. Gerfers, of sister-in-law, Martha Ann Elizabeth Smith Gerfers, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Kreitz, Margaretha Louise Uhr (1886-1950)
Littleton, Elizabeth Jane Huggins Brodnax (1859-1918), first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Locke, Anna J. McCarthy Ferguson (1847-1900), wife of father-in-law, William Jackson Locke, of wife, Rosalie Lavina Lentz, of husband, Thomas Henry Hardin, of granddaughter, Martha Rebekah Coker; wife of father-in-law, William Jackson Locke, of sister-in-law, Fannie Caroline Voelcker Weber Locke, of grandson, William Amanda Smith
Locke, Fannie Caroline Voelcker Weber (1854-1925), sister-in-law of grandson, William Amanda Smith
Locke, Rosalie Lavinia Lentz Hardin (1863-1903), wife of husband, Thomas Henry Hardin, of granddaughter, Martha Rebekah Coker
Locke, Stephen A. Douglas (1859-1914), husband of wife, Rosalie Lavinia Lentz Hardin, of husband, Thomas Henry Hardin, of granddaughter, Martha Rebekah Coker
Locke, William Martin (1851-1920), husband of sister-in-law, Fannie Caroline Voelcker Weber, of grandson, William Amanda Smith
Locke, William Jackson (1828-1911), father-in-law of wife, Rosalie Lavina Lentz, of husband, Thomas Henry Hardin, of granddaughter, Martha Rebekah Coker; father-in-law of sister-in-law, Fannie Caroline Voelcker Weber Locke, of grandson, William Amanda Smith
Long, Abigail Shockley (1834-1880), niece of wife, Malinda Brown Coker
Long, Henry (1796-1867), uncle of husband, William Long Jones, of daughter, Harriet Elvira Coker
Long, Joseph (1852-1861), brother-in-law of son-in-law, William Densley Smith
Long, Thomas C. (1830-1890), husband of niece, Abigail Shockley, of wife, Malinda Brown Coker
Long, William Foster (1794-1841), uncle of husband, William Long Jones, of daughter, Harriet Elvira Coker
Lorenz, Amos (1861-1933)
Lorenz, Anton (1829-1911)
Lorenz, Antonia (1874-1883?)**
Lorenz, Helena (1875-1883?)**
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Lorenz, Julia Michika (1839-1918)
Lorenz, Louisa (1870-1883)**
Lorenz, Rosa (1870-1883)**
Ludlum, Ann Elizabeth Stevens Barry Coker (1812-1881), wife
Ludlum, Joseph Wesley (1843-Aft 1900), stepson via marriage to Ann Elizabeth Stevens Coker
Lynch, David (1906-1977),* husband of great granddaughter, Irene Coker
Lynch, Irene Coker (1908-2007),* great granddaughter via John Harrison Coker
MacArthur, Della Rompel Haecker (1910-1998), niece of wife, Lena Rompel, of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry
Madden, Elmer (1908-1938)
Maltsberger, Aaron (1836-1899),* father-in-law of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger; father-in-law of, great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry Maltsberger
Maltsberger, Addie Marie Jones (1873-1944), great granddaughter via Marion Taylor Jones
Maltsberger, Alexander (1832-1916), father-in-law of great granddaughter, Addie Marie Jones Maltsberger; uncle of wife, Mary Ann Maltsberger, of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones; uncle of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker
Maltsberger, Alexander Anderson (1879-1898), half first cousin of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger; half first cousin of wife, Mary Ann Maltsberger, of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones; half first cousin of husband, Oliver Gifford Maltsberger, of great granddaughter, Addie Marie Jones Maltsberger
Maltsberger, Alexander Perry (1858-1927), brother-in-law of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones
Maltsberger, Clayton (1900-1983), nephew of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker; brother-in-law of great grandson, Sylvan Elwood Townsend; nephew of wife, Martha Elizabeth Lillie Isom, of great grandson, Amos Dickens Jones, Jr., via Marion Taylor Jones
Maltsberger, Clyde (1903-1955), nephew of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker; brother-in-law of great grandson, Sylvan Elwood Townsend; nephew of wife, Martha Elizabeth Lillie Isom, of great grandson, Amos Dickens Jones, Jr., via Marion Taylor Jones
Maltsberger, Cora Lee (1891-1892),* great granddaughter via Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger
Maltsberger, David (1842-1865?), uncle of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker; uncle of wife, Mary Ann Maltsberger, of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones
Maltsberger, George Washington (1830-1918), father-in-law of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones
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Maltsberger, John Albert (1902-1992),* great grandson via Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger
Maltsberger, John Samuel (1874-1917),* husband of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry;
    brother-in-law of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger
Maltsberger, John Terry (1865-1955), brother-in-law of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones
Maltsberger, Jonathan Blair Milton (1848-1907), half uncle of husband, William Michael
    Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker; half uncle of wife, Mary Ann Maltsberger,
    of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones; half uncle of husband, John Samuel Maltsberger, of
great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry; half uncle of husband, Oliver Gifford Maltsberger,
    of great granddaughter, Addie Marie Jones
Maltsberger, Mary Catherine Jones (1848-1931), wife of half uncle, Jonathan Blair Maltsberger, of
    husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker; wife of half
    uncle, Jonathan Blair Maltsberger, of wife, Mary Ann Maltsberger, of grandson, Jonathan
    Monroe Jones; maternal grandmother of wife, Lorene Aue, of nephew, Louis Charles
    Voelcker, of wife, Ida Hortense Voelcker, of grandson, William Amanda Smith
Maltsberger, Melvin Aaron (1903-1969),* second great grandson via, Sarah Geneva Autry
    Maltsberger; nephew of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann
    Coker
Maltsberger, Michael (1797-1898?), paternal grandfather of husband, William Michael Maltsberger,
    of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker; paternal grandfather of wife, Mary Ann Maltsberger, of
grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones; paternal grandfather of husband, John Samuel
    Maltsberger, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry; paternal grandfather of husband,
    Oliver Gifford Maltsberger, of great granddaughter, Addie Marie Jones
Maltsberger, Michael Bright (1840-1865?), uncle of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of
    granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker; uncle of wife, Mary Ann Maltsberger, of grandson,
    Jonathan Monroe Jones; uncle of husband, Oliver Gifford Maltsberger, of great granddaughter,
    Addie Marie Jones
Maltsberger, Minnie C. Isom (1877-1904), wife of brother-in-law, James Hiram Maltsberger, of
    granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger; sister-in-law of great granddaughter, Edna
    Belle Coker Isom, via James Marion Coker; sister-in-law of great grandson, Amos Dickens
    Jones, Jr., via Marion Taylor Jones; mother-in-law of great grandson, Sylvan Elwood
    Townsend
Maltsberger, Nancy Newman (1800-1846), paternal grandmother of husband, William Michael
    Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker; paternal grandmother of wife, Mary Ann
    Maltsberger, of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones; paternal grandmother of husband, Oliver
Gifford Maltsberger, of great granddaughter, Addie Marie Jones; paternal grandmother of husband, John Samuel Maltsberger, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry Wehe
Maltsberger, Oliver Gifford (1868-1936), husband of great granddaughter, Addie Marie Jones
Maltsberger, Phillip (1828-1905), uncle of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker; uncle of wife, Mary Ann Maltsberger, of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones; uncle of husband, John Samuel Maltsberger, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry Wehe
Maltsberger, Roxana Jane Allen (1837-1888), mother-in-law of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones
Maltsberger, Ruth Ann Coker (1869-1953),* granddaughter via James Harrison Coker
Maltsberger, Sarah Jane Newman (1808-1896), wife of paternal grandfather, Michael Maltsberger, of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker; first great aunt of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker; wife of paternal grandfather, Michael Maltsberger, of wife, Mary Ann Maltsberger, of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones; first great aunt of wife, Mary Ann Maltsberger, of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones
Maltsberger, Van George (1872-1937), brother-in-law of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones
Maltsberger, William James (1871-1956), first cousin of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker; first cousin of wife, Mary Ann Maltsberger, of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones; first cousin of husband, John Samuel Maltsberger, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry Wehe; first cousin of husband, Oliver Gifford Maltsberger, of great granddaughter, Addie Marie Jones
Maltsberger, William Michael (1863-1925),* husband of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker
Maltsberger, William Roy (1892-1951),* great grandson via Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger
Maltsberger, William Roy, Jr. (1923-2012), second great grandson via William Roy Maltsberger
Marmon, Agnes Zachariah Autry (1881-1964),* great granddaughter via Sarah Jane Coker Autry
Marmon, Alpha Elizabeth Maltsberger (1900-1988),* second great granddaughter via Sarah Geneva Autry Maltsberger; niece of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker
Marmon, Cassie Ethel Russell (1872-1910),* mother-in-law of second great granddaughter, Alpha Elizabeth Maltsberger Marmon; wife of brother-in-law, Isaac Joseph Marmon, of great granddaughter, Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon
Marmon, Harvey Victor (1895-1970),* husband of second great granddaughter, Alpha Elizabeth Maltsberger

Marmon, Huron A. (1901-1992), brother-in-law of second great granddaughter, Alpha Elizabeth Maltsberger Marmon; nephew of husband, William C. Marmon, of great granddaughter, Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon

Marmon, Isaac Joseph (1872-1905),* brother-in-law of great granddaughter, Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon; father-in-law of second great granddaughter, Alpha Elizabeth Maltsberger Marmon

Marmon, James Richmond (1845-?), half uncle of husband, William C. Marmon, of great granddaughter, Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon

Marmon, Joseph (1829-?), uncle of husband, William C. Marmon, of great granddaughter, Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon

Marmon, Mae Ellen Maltsberger (1903-1984), first cousin one time removed of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker; first cousin one time removed of wife, Mary Ann Maltsberger, of grandson, Jonathan Monroe Jones; first cousin one time removed of husband, John Samuel Maltsberger, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry Wehe; first cousin one time removed of husband, Oliver Gifford Maltsberger, of great granddaughter, Addie Marie Jones; wife of nephew, Huron A. Marmon, of husband, William C. Marmon, of great granddaughter, Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon

Marmon, Oliver (1829-?), uncle of husband, William C. Marmon, of great granddaughter, Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon

Marmon, Thomas (1832-1912),* father-in-law of great granddaughter, Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon

Marmon, Thomas Carlisle (1912-1995), second great grandson via Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon

Marmon, Willette (1900-1903),* second great grandchild via Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon

Marmon, William C. (1867-1964),* husband of great granddaughter, Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon

Marmon, William C., Jr. (1902-1908),* second great grandson via Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon

Mason, Bridget (1818-1891)

McBee, America Jane Jeffers (1854-1933), first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Belzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones; wife of brother-in-law, Francis Marion McBee, of husband, Zachary Taylor Autry, of granddaughter, Sarah Jane Coker; wife of uncle, Francis Marion McBee, of husband, William Campbell Autry, of granddaughter, Elmyra Minerva Hampton
McBee, Francis Marion (1849-1922), uncle of husband, William Campbell Autry, of granddaughter, Elmyra Minerva Hampton; brother-in-law of husband, Zachary Taylor Autry, of granddaughter, Sarah Jane Coker

McBee, Saphronia Louisa Price (1834-1904), maternal grandmother of husband, William Campbell Autry, of granddaughter, Elmyra Minerva Hampton; mother-in-law of husband, Zachary Taylor Autry, of granddaughter, Sarah Jane Coker

McBee, William (1834-1918), maternal grandfather of husband, William Campbell Autry, of granddaughter, Elmyra Minerva Hampton; father-in-law of husband, Zachary Taylor Autry, of granddaughter, Sarah Jane Coker

McClautherty, Eleanor Almira Bennett (1857-1938), granddaughter via Nancy Virginia Coker Bennett

McClautherty, James Herkes (1812-1889), father-in-law of granddaughters, Eleanor Almira Bennett McClautherty, Eleanor Almira Bennett McClautherty and Pamela Melinda Bennett

McClautherty, John Hyrocanus (1848-1925), husband of granddaughter, Eleanor Almira Bennett McClautherty

McClautherty, Joseph Peck (1856-1935), husband of granddaughter, Mary Caroline Bennett

McClautherty, Mary Caroline Bennett (1860-1902), granddaughter via Nancy Virginia Coker Bennett

McClautherty, Pamela Melinda Bennett (1861-1930), granddaughter via Nancy Virginia Coker Bennett

McClautherty, Thomas (1860-1928), husband of granddaughter, Pamela Melinda Bennett

McKay, Francis (1844-1866), half uncle of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; half uncle of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

McKay, Henderson C. (1818-1882), husband of paternal grandmother, Margaret Yadon Capps, of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; husband of paternal grandmother, Margaret Yadon Capps, of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Meusebach, Agnes Coreth (1835-1915)

Meusebach, John O. (1812-1897)

Moffett, Enoch (1825-1894), father-in-law of granddaughters, Frances Elisa Smith Moffett and Sarah Josephine Smith Moffett

Moffett, Frances Elisa Smith (1859-1952), granddaughter via Amanda Emily Coker Smith

Moffett, Francis Marion (1856-1905), husband of granddaughter, Sarah Josephine Smith; brother-in-law of granddaughter, Frances Elisa Smith Moffett
Moffett, Joseph Bledsoe (1848-1914), husband of granddaughter, Frances Elisa Smith; brother-in-law of granddaughter, Sarah Josepahine Smith Moffett
Moffett, Sarah Josephine Smith (1861-1926), granddaughter via Amanda Emily Coker Smith
Moffett, Virginia Box (1827-1914), mother-in-law of granddaughters, Frances Elisa Smith Moffett and Sarah Josepahine Smith Moffett
Montgomery, Janie Helen Marmon Heimer (1916-2012),* second great granddaughter via Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon
Moore, David Eddins (1885-1970),* husband of niece, Eva Grace Gulick, of husband, Mitchell Alfred Tomasini, of great granddaughter, Margaret Ann Autry; husband of sister-in-law, Eva Grace Gulick, of nephew, Albert Sidney Smith, of husband, William Densley Smith, of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker
Morris, Eva Grace Gulick (1887-1973),* niece of husband, Mitchell Alfred Tomasini, of great granddaughter, Margaret Ann Autry; sister-in-law of nephew, Albert Sidney Smith, of husband, William Densley Smith, of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker
Murdoch, John M. (1852-1894), husband of mother-in-law, Rebecca Jane McBee Autry, of granddaughter, Elmyra Minerva Hampton Autry; husband of wife, Rebecca Jane McBee, of husband, Zachary Taylor Autry, of granddaughter, Sarah Jane Coker
Nagel, Arthur Wallace (1920-2010),* husband of second great granddaughter, Louise Bernice Jones
Nagel, Louise Bernice Jones (1915-2003),* second great granddaughter via Eldred Calvin Jones
Nankervis, Pauline Tomasini (1874-1969), sister-in-law of great granddaughter, Margaret Ann Autry Tomasini
Navarro, Jose Antonio (1795-1871), second great uncle of wife, Josephine Arabella Francis, of husband, Thomas D. Newton, of granddaughter, Mary Louisa Malinda Coker
Newton, Mary Louisa Malinda Coker (1855-Abt. 1875), granddaughter via James Harrison Coker
Newton, Josephine Arabella Francis (1862-1935), wife of husband, Thomas D. Newton, of granddaughter, Mary Louisa Malinda Coker
Newton, Thomas D. (Abt. 1844-Abt. 1900), husband of granddaughter, Mary Louisa Malinda Coker
Newton, Viola Sarah Jane (Abt. 1874-?), great granddaughter via Mary Louisa Malinda Coker Newton
Nichols, Charles (?-1878)**
Nichols, Mary Alice Peacock (1845-1917)
Nicholson, Edward Dudley (1850-1937), husband of granddaughter, Virginia C. Jones
Nicholson, Elwood Dudley (1891-1901),* great grandson via Virginia C. Jones Nicholson
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Nicholson, Virginia C. Jones (1865-1939), granddaughter via Jane Maria Coker Jones
Northway, Eva Permelia Seay (1871-1934), granddaughter via Sarah Pamela Coker Seay
Northway, Thomas Harvey (1867-1930), husband of granddaughter, Eva Permelia Seay
Panterrmuel, Ernestine Heimer (1843-1920), first great aunt of husband, Herbert Frank Heimer, of second great granddaughter, Janie Helen Marmon
Pipes, Anna Dengel (1886-1909),* sister-in-law of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; sister-in-law of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones Dengel; wife of nephew, Robert W. Pipes, of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones; wife of nephew, Robert W. Pipes, of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker
Pipes, Ernestine K. Horn (1890-1983),* wife of nephew, Robert W. Pipes, of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; wife of nephew, Robert W. Pipes, of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Pipes, Mahala Jane Capps (1869-1937),* sister-in-law of grandson, James Marion Coker; sister-in-law of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Pipes, Olive Alline (1893-1893),* niece of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; niece of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Pipes, Pleasant Farrar (1890-1895),* nephew of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Pipes, Robert A. (1909-1959),* nephew of husband, Joseph Anton Dengel, of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones Dengel; nephew of wife, Emma Dengel, of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; grand nephew of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; grand nephew of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Pipes, Robert Farrar (1864-1926),* husband of sister-in-law, Mahala Jane Capps, of grandson James Marion Coker; husband of sister-in-law, Mahala Jane Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
Pipes, Robert William (1887-1947),* nephew of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; nephew of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones; husband of sister-in-law, Anna Dengel, of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; husband of sister-in-law, Anna Dengel, of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones Dengel
Poss, Maria Agnes Gerfers (1838-1905), sister-in-law of sister-in-law, Martha Ann Elizabeth Smith Gerfers, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Poss, Peter Joseph (1825-1885), husband of sister-in-law, Maria Agnes Gerfers, of sister-in-law, Martha Ann Elizabeth Smith Gerfers, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker; father-in-law of sister-in-law, Emma Wehe Poss, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry Wehe;
father-in-law of brother-in-law, Franz Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry Wehe


Prinz, Theodore H. Prinz (1905-1984), grand nephew of wife, Elsie Christina Prinz, of first cousin, John Louis Ackermann, of wife, Henrietta Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay; grand nephew of wife, Elsie Christina Prinz, of uncle, John Louis Ackermann, of wife, Hannah Marie Ackermann, of great grandson, John Monroe Coker

Rasor, Daniel Boone (1831-1923), paternal grandfather of wife, Ruby Rasor, of great grandson, John Albert Maltsberger

Rasor, Darrell (1907-1980), brother-in-law of great grandson, John Albert Maltsberger

Rathmann, Emma Minna Helmke Werner (1903-1986)

Rector, Arthur Everett (1855-1955)

Rector, Emma Donaldson (1861-1948)

Rippstein, Carolina Schaefer (1868-1923), wife of brother-in-law, Julius Henry Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay

Rippstein, Henrietta Betsy Ackermann (1834-1910), mother-in-law of grandson, Edgar C. Seay

Rippstein, Julius Henry (1866-1930), brother-in-law of grandson, Edgar C. Seay

Rippstein, Martha Weber (1826-1849), wife of father-in-law of grandson, Edgar C. Seay

Rippstein, Sebastian (1824-1896), father-in-law of grandson, Edgar C. Seay

Rogers, Amanda Josephine (1855-1855),* granddaughter via Eliza Caroline Coker Rogers

Rogers, Eliza Caroline Coker (1831-1914), daughter

Rogers, Hyram Carroll (1816-1889), son-in-law via marriage to Eliza Caroline Coker Rogers

Rogers, Isabella H. Thornton (1865-1937), wife of grandson, James Albert Rogers

Rogers, James Albert (1857-1922), grandson via Eliza Caroline Coker Rogers

Rompel, Alvin (1840-1863), uncle of wife, Lena Rompel, of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry

Rompel, A. Karl (1836-1911), father-in-law of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry
Rompel, August Adolph (1874-1956), brother-in-law of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry
Rompel, Bruno (1906-1983), nephew of wife, Lena Rompel, of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry
Rompel, Edward (1840-1918), uncle of wife, Lena Rompel, of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry
Rompel, Johann Benjamin (1799-1879), paternal grandfather of wife, Lena Rompel, of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry
Rompel, Victor (1838-1893), uncle of wife, Lena Rompel, of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry
Rullmann, Clara Voelcker (1857-1928), sister-in-law of grandson, William Amanda Smith
Rullmann, John D. (1846-1914), husband of sister-in-law, Clara Voelcker, of grandson, William Amanda Smith
Sabins, Tabitha Wilson (1847-1878),** mother-in-law of grandson, James Marion Coker; sister-in-law of son, Neill Brown Coker
Sabins, William Marion (1842-1878),** father-in-law of grandson, James Marion Coker; husband of sister-in-law, Tabitha Wilson, of son, Neill Brown Coker
Sandau, Theodore George (1923-2002), first cousin two times removed of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry
Schaefer, Bertha Rippstein (1858-1920), sister-in-law of grandson, Edgar C. Seay
Schaefer, Carolina Rippstein (1862-1923), sister-in-law of grandson, Edgar C. Seay
Schaefer, Emma Rippstein (1860-1897), sister-in-law of grandson, Edgar C. Seay
Schaefer, Frederick (1862-1938), husband of sister-in-law, Carolina Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay
Schaefer, Heinrich (1859-1919), husband of sister-in-law, Bertha Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay
Schaefer, Johann Friedrich (1856-1928), husband of sister-in-law, Emma Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay
Schulmeier, Johanna Auguste Stahl (1845-1919), wife of first cousin, Leopold Schulmeier, of wife, Henrietta Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay; wife of uncle, Leopold Schulmeier, of husband, Gustav S. Benfer, of sister-in-law, Ida Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay; wife
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of first great uncle, Leopold Schulmeier, of husband, Julius Henry DeKunder, of great granddaughter, Fanny Mae Coker

Schulmeier, Johann Valentin (1793-1858), husband of aunt, Susannah Catharina Ackermann, of wife, Henrietta Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay; great grandfather of husband, Arthur Reinhart DeKunder, of great granddaughter, Pearl Harrison Coker; maternal grandfather of husband, Gustav S. Benfer, of sister-in-law, Ida Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay; husband of first great aunt, Susannah Catharina Ackermann, of wife, Hannah Marie Ackermann, of great grandson, John Monroe Coker


Schulmeier, Maria Ackermann (1851-1899), maternal grandmother of husband, Arthur Reinhart DeKunder, of great granddaughter, Pearl Harrison Coker; wife of first cousin, Wilhelm Schulmeier, of wife, Henrietta Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay

Schulmeier, T. Faub (1832-1845), first cousin of wife, Henrietta Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay; first great uncle of husband, Arthur Reinhart DeKunder, of great granddaughter, Pearl Harrison Coker

Schulmeier, Wilhelm (1841-1897), first cousin of wife, Henrietta Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay; maternal grandfather of husband, Arthur Reinhart DeKunder, of great granddaughter, Pearl Harrison Coker

Schweers, Fred (1853-1915), father-in-law of uncle, Otto W. Wadenpohl, of wife, Emma Dengel, of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; father-in-law of uncle, Otto W. Wadenpohl, of husband, Joseph Anton Dengel, of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones

Schweers, Mary Matilda Hardt (1855-1933), mother-in-law of uncle, Otto W. Wadenpohl, of wife, Emma Dengel, of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; mother-in-law of uncle, Otto W. Wadenpohl, of husband, Joseph Anton Dengel, of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones

Schweitzer, Charles Lewis (1849-1878), husband of sister-in-law, Dorothea Bode, of granddaughter, Ada Elena Seay Bode

Scogin, Leonidas Alfonzo (1850-1921), husband of mother-in-law, Cassie Ethel Russell Marmon, of second great granddaughter, Alpha Elizabeth Malsberger Marmon; husband of wife, Cassie Ethel Russell, of brother-in-law, Isaac Joseph Marmon, of Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon

Seay, Caspian (1816-1908), brother-in-law of daughter, Sarah Pamela Coker Seay

Seay, Edna Boyd (1876-1852), mother-in-law of daughter, Sarah Pamela Coker Seay
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Seay, Edgar C. (1855-1951), grandson via Sarah Pamela Coker Seay
Seay, Harvey Kurt (1874-1933), grandson via Sarah Pamela Coker Seay
Seay, Henrietta Rippstein (1854-1932), wife of grandson, Edgar C. Seay
Seay, Howard Walter (1862-1942), grandson via Sarah Pamela Coker Seay
Seay, James Molton (1860-1944), grandson via Sarah Pamela Coker Seay
Seay, Marshall Molton (1827-1902), son-in-law via marriage to Sarah Pamela Coker Seay
Seay, Sarah Pamela Coker (1836-1929), daughter

Sehested, Ada Juliet Gerfers (1892-1979), stepdaughter of sister-in-law, Martha Ann Elizabeth Smith Gerfers, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Sehested, Osvald Erland Hannibal (1891-After 1945), husband of stepdaughter, Ada Juliet Gerfers, of sister-in-law, Martha Ann Elizabeth Smith Gerfers, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker

Shockley, Elizabeth Brown (1802-1880), sister-in-law
Shockley, Felix Levi (1800-1879), husband of sister-in-law, Elizabeth Brown

Smith, Albert Sidney (1873-1965),* nephew of husband, William Densley Smith, of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker
Smith, Amanda Emily Coker (1843-1862),* daughter
Smith, Arlene Rasor (1906-1987),* sister-in-law of great grandson, John Albert Maltsberger
Smith, Clinton Lafayette (1860-1932), brother-in-law of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Smith, Dixie Alamo Dyche (1876-1957), wife of brother-in-law, Clinton Lafayette Smith, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Smith, Elijah Benjamin (1838-1920), brother-in-law of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker Smith
Smith, Elizabeth L. Hester (1856-1879), wife of brother-in-law, Joseph Smith, of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker Smith
Smith, Frances Short (1824-1869), mother-in-law of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Smith, Henry Marion (1812-1885), father-in-law of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Smith, Ida Hortense Voelcker (1860-1933), wife of grandson, William Amanda Smith
Smith, James Sidney (1842-1892), brother-in-law of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker Smith
Smith, Jeanette May Gulick (1887-1938), wife of nephew, Albert Sidney Smith, of husband, William Densley Smith, of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker; niece of husband, Mitchell Alfred Tomasini, of great granddaughter, Margaret Ann Autry
Smith, Jefferson Davis (1862-1940), brother-in-law of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Smith, John Dorn (1834-1922), brother-in-law of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker Smith
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Smith, Johnny Dorn (1904-1905),* grand nephew of husband, William Densley Smith, of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker

Smith, Joseph (1847-1930),* brother-in-law of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker Smith

Smith, Julia Anna Long (1850-1882),* wife of son-in-law, William Densley Smith

Smith, Laura Matilde Voelcker (1860-1880),* wife of brother-in-law, Jacob Linn Smith, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker

Smith, Louis G. (1883-1885),* great grandson via William Amanda Smith

Smith, Melvina H. Hester (1852-1901),* wife of brother-in-law, Elijah Benjamin Smith, of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker Smith

Smith, Rebecca Ruth Dorn (1810-1899),* mother-in-law of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker Smith

Smith, Robert Mays (1804-1891),* father-in-law of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker Smith

Smith, Sarah Cordelia Burkette (1864-1948),* mother-in-law of grandson, James Wade Hampton

Smith, Tabitha Elizabeth Akin (1873-1949),* wife of son-in-law, William Densley Smith

Smith, Thomas Hall (1860-1950),* father-in-law of grandson, James Wade Hampton

Smith, William Amanda (1862-1930),* grandson via Amanda Emily Coker Smith

Smith, William Densley (1836-1930),* son-in-law via marriage to Amanda Emily Coker

Sparks, Frances Harlan Tomasini (1939-),* third great granddaughter via Elmer Fred Tomasini

Stanfield, Craig J., Jr. (1890-1978),* father-in-law of second great grandson, Vivian Royce Jones

Stanfield, Roy D. (1923-1983),* brother-in-law of second great grandson, Vivian Royce Jones

Stark, Albert Alfred (1907-1971),* husband of sister-in-law, Edith Beatrice Lewis, of second great grandson, Elmer Fred Tomasini

Stark, Edith Beatrice Lewis (1910-1995),* sister-in-law of second great grandson, Elmer Fred Tomasini

Steitle, Albert Martin (1877-1943),* husband of great granddaughter, Jessie Lee Hatch; brother-in-law of great granddaughter, Julia Hatch Steitle

Steitle, Ethel Winifred Hatch (1887-1968),* great granddaughter via Melissa Lee Hampton Hatch

Steitle, Henry Ernest (1889-1966),* husband of great granddaughter, Julia Hatch; brother-in-law of great granddaughter, Jessie Lee Hatch Steitle

Steitle, Julia Hatch (1891-1987),* great granddaughter via Melissa Lee Hampton Hatch

Steitle, Theodore Charles (1881-1954),* husband of great granddaughter, Ethel Winnefrew Hatch; brother-in-law of great granddaughter, Julia Hatch Steitle

Stanteen, Goldie Jane Jones (1901-1972),* first cousin one time removed of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin one time removed of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones
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Steenberge, Jessie Lee Hatch Walker Steitle (1884-1972), great granddaughter via Melissa Lee Hampton Hatch

Stevens, Nellie Olna Newton (1878-1952), stepdaughter of granddaughter, Mary Louisa Malinda Coker Newton

Theis, Emma Rittiman (1860-1939), mother-in-law of niece, Lydia Rompel, of wife, Lena Rompel, of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry

Theis, J. Heinrich (1855-1919), father-in-law of niece, Lydia Rompel, of wife, Lena Rompel, of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry

Thomas, Sam Houston Huse (1841-1917), husband of sister-in-law, Sarah Frances Smith, of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker Smith

Thomas, Sarah Frances Smith (1845-1895), sister-in-law of daughter, Amanda Emily Coker Smith

Thornton, Emily Virginia Rogers (1859-1933), granddaughter via Eliza Caroline Coker Rogers

Thornton, William J. (1853-1936), husband of granddaughter, Eliza Caroline Coker Rogers

Tomasini, Elmer Fred (1908-2004), second great grandson via Margaret Ann Autry Tomasini

Tomasini, Elwood Von (1913-2003), second great grandson via Margaret Ann Autry Tomasini

Tomasini, Eva Elinor Weiland (1841-1912),* mother-in-law of great granddaughter, Margaret Ann Autry Tomasini

Tomasini, George Ritter von (1818-1912),* father-in-law of great granddaughter, Margaret Ann Autry Tomasini

Tomasini, Margaret Ann Autry (1880-1961),* great granddaughter via Sarah Jane Coker Autry

Tomasini, Mattie Marie Lewis (1914-1980), wife of second great grandson, Elmer Fred Tomasini

Tomasini, Mitchell Alfred (1872-1939),* great granddaughter of great grandson, Margaret Ann Autry

Tomasini, Mitchell George (1903-2002),* second great grandson via Margaret Ann Autry Tomasini

Tomasini, Mitchell George, Jr. (1927-), third great grandson via Mitchell George Tomasini

Tomasini, Tex Richard (1937-), third great grandson via Mitchell George Tomasini

Tomasini, Thelma Lou Franks (1907-1985),* wife of second great grandson, Mitchell George Tomasini

Tomerlin, Allen R. (1840-1917), husband of aunt, Nancy Agnes Jones, of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; husband of aunt, Nancy Agnes Jones, of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Tomerlin, Bennett (1834-1883), uncle of husbands, James Jefferson Tomerlin and William Bee Tomerlin, of sister-in-law, Margaret Ellen Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger
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Tomerlin, Dee Martin (1894-1956), first cousin one time removed of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin one time removed of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Tomerlin, Elizabeth Evelyn Johnson (1870-1929), wife of first cousin, John Wesley Tomerlin, of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; wife of first cousin, John Wesley Tomerlin, of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Tomerlin, Elizabeth Jones (1840-1892), aunt of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones; aunt of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones; mother-in-law of sister-in-law, Margaret Ellen Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger

Tomerlin, Frances J. Davis (1806-1870), paternal grandmother of husbands, James Jefferson Tomerlin and William Bee Tomerlin, of sister-in-law, Margaret Ellen Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger

Tomerlin, George Washington (1833-1883), uncle of husbands, James Jefferson Tomerlin and William Bee Tomerlin, of sister-in-law, Margaret Ellen Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger


Tomerlin, James Elmer (1893-1961), nephew of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger

Tomerlin, James Jefferson (1858-1896), husband of sister-in-law, Margaret Ellen Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger; first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Tomerlin, James Monroe (1804-1854), paternal grandfather of husbands, James Jefferson Tomerlin and William Bee Tomerlin, of sister-in-law, Margaret Ellen Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger
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Tomerlin, James Madison Monroe (1866-1963), first cousin of husbands, James Jefferson Tomerlin and William Bee Tomerlin, of sister-in-law, Margaret Ellen Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger

Tomerlin, John Wesley (1868-1893), first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Tomerlin, Nancy Agnes Jones Wilkins Huggins Simpson (1827-1912), aunt of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; aunt of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Tomerlin, Margaret Ellen Maltsberger Tomerlin (1868-1951),* sister-in-law of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger; sister-in-law of great granddaughter, Sarah Ann Geneva Autry Maltsberger

Tomerlin, Salina Jane (1857-1893), first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Tomerlin, Sara Winsett (1805-1843?), wife of paternal grandfather, James Monroe Tomerlin, of sister-in-law, Margaret Ellen Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger

Tomerlin, William Bee (1875-1933),* husband of sister-in-law, Margaret Ellen Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger; first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker

Tomerlin, William Jeffers (1836-1933), father-in-law of sister-in-law, Margaret Ellen Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger; husband of aunt, Elizabeth Jones, of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones; husband of aunt, Elizabeth Jones, of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps, of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Tomerlin, Willie Mae Evans (1920-2011),* wife of grand nephew, Marcus Aubrey Tomerlin, of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger; wife of grand nephew, Marcus Aubrey Tomerlin, of husband, John Samual Maltsberger, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry

Townsend, Lola M. Maltsberger (1899-1974),* wife of great grandson, Sylvan Elwood Townsend; niece of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of granddaughter, Ruth Ann Coker Maltsberger; wife of grand nephew, Sylvan Elwood Townsend, of wife, Josey Ann Wilson, of son, James Harrison Coker

Townsend, Mary Malinda Coker (1876-1906),* granddaughter via Neill Brown Coker

Townsend, Mary Malinda (1906-1907),* great granddaughter via Mary Malinda Coker Townsend
Townsend, Rosa L. Rice (1874-1898),* wife of brother-in-law, Don Carlos Townsend, of granddaughter, Mary Malinda Coker Townsend; wife of brother-in-law, Don Carlos Townsend, of great granddaughter, Hattie Maria Van Riper Townsend, via Malinda Catherine Jones Van Riper

Townsend, Sylvan Elwood (1901-1986),* great grandson via Mary Malinda Coker Townsend Townsend, Spencer Ross (1843-1915), father-in-law of granddaughter, Mary Malinda Coker Townsend; father-in-law of great granddaughter, Hattie Maria Van Riper Townsend via Malinda Catherine Jones Van Riper

Uecker, Herman (1877-1966), brother-in-law of brother-in-law, Carl John Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry Wehe; husband of sister-in-law, Thekla Rompel, of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry

Uecker, Thekla Rompel (1879-1964), sister-in-law, of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry

Ujhazy, Farkas (1827-1898)

Ujhazy, Laszlo (1795-1870)

Van Riper, Albert Owen (1875-1925), great grandson via Malinda Catherine Jones Van Riper

Van Riper, Charles T. (1870-1911), great grandson via Malinda Catherine Jones Van Riper

Van Riper, Cora Belle Jones (1878-1956), wife of great grandson, Albert Owen Van Riper

Van Riper, Garry G., Jr. (1857-Bef. 1922), brother-in-law of granddaughter, Malinda Catherine Jones Van Riper

Van Riper, Garry G. (1817-1900), father-in-law of granddaughter, Malinda Catherine Jones Van Riper

Van Riper, Harriett E. Jones (1848-1875), granddaughter via Jane Maria Coker Jones

Van Riper, Jacob Edwin (1853-1910), brother-in-law of granddaughter, Malinda Catherine Jones Van Riper

Van Riper, James Mortimer (1842-1905), husband of granddaughter, Malinda Catherine Jones; brother-in-law of granddaughter, Harriett E. Jones Van Riper

Van Riper, John Frank (1868-1914), brother-in-law of granddaughter, Malinda Catherine Jones Van Riper

Van Riper, Malinda Catherine Jones (1853-1927), granddaughter via Jane Maria Coker Jones

Van Riper, Matilda J. Marshall (1823-1900), mother-in-law of granddaughter, Malinda Catherine Jones Van Riper

Van Riper, William H. (1848-1924), husband of granddaughter, Harriett E. Jones; brother-in-law of granddaughter, Malinda Catherine Jones Van Riper
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Vanderveer, Josephine Marion Sabins Short (1878-1944), great granddaughter via James Marion Coker

Vanderveer, William Cornelius (1873-1944), husband of great granddaughter, Josephine Marion Sabins Short

Vargas, Crescencio (1806-?)

Vaughn, Leona Agnes Marmon (1909-1993), second great granddaughter via Agnes Zachariah Autry Marmon

Vizza, Doris Ruth Tomasini (1921-), second great granddaughter via Margaret Ann Autry Tomasini


Voelcker, George Albert (1892-1975), nephew of wife, Ida Hortense Voelcker, of grandson, William Amanda Smith; nephew of wife, Laura Matilde Voelcker, of brother-in-law, Jacob Linn Smith, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker


Voelcker, Henry Heinrich (1815-1871), father-in-law grandson, William Amanda Smith; father-in-law of brother-in-law, Jacob Linn Smith, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker

Voelcker, Henry, Jr. (1858-1865), brother-in-law grandson, William Amanda Smith; brother-in-law of brother-in-law, Jacob Linn Smith, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker


Voelcker, Louis Charles, Jr. (1894-1976), nephew of wife, Ida Hortense Voelcker, of grandson, William Amanda Smith; nephew of wife, Laura Matilde Voelcker, of brother-in-law, Jacob Linn Smith, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker
Voelcker, Max Harry (1897-1980),* nephew of wife, Ida Hortense Voelcker, of grandson, William Amanda Smith; nephew of wife, Laura Matilde Voelcker, of brother-in-law, Jacob Linn Smith, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker

Voelcker, Minnie Alma Tomerlin (1904-2000),* niece of husband, William Michael Maltsberger, of daughter, Ruth Ann Coker; wife of nephew, Max Harry Voelcker, of wife, Ida Hortense Voelcker, of grandson, William Amanda Smith; wife of nephew, Max Harry Voelcker, of wife, Laura Matilde Voelcker, of brother-in-law, Jacob Linn Smith, of son, William Leonard Tarrant Coker

Wadenpohl, Anna Werner (1839-1900),* maternal grandmother of wife, Emma Dengel, of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; maternal grandmother of husband, Joseph Anton Dengel, of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones

Wadenpohl, Francesca (1821-1900), wife of maternal grandfather, Johann Wadenpohl, of wife, Emma Dengel, of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; wife of maternal grandfather, Johann Wadenpohl, of husband, Joseph Anton Dengel, of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones

Wadenpohl, Johann (1820-1894),* maternal grandfather of wife, Emma Dengel, of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; maternal grandfather of husband, Joseph Anton Dengel, of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones

Wadenpohl, Johanna Schweers (1884-1933), mother-in-law of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; mother-in-law of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones

Wadenpohl, Otto W. (1816-1919), uncle of wife, Emma Dengel, of great grandson, Albert Harrison Autry; uncle of husband, Joseph Anton Dengel, of great granddaughter, Florence Aileen Jones


Webb, Thomas (1855-1930), husband of granddaughter, Ida Bermuda Seay via Sarah Pamela Coker Seay

Weber, William (1854-1927), husband of sister-in-law, Fannie Caroline Voelcker, of grandson, William Amanda Smith

Webster, Martha W. Campbell (1867-1939)

Wehe, Catherina Elizabeth Krause (1842-1927), mother-in-law of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry Wehe
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Wehe, Heinrich (1831-1907), husband of aunt, Susannah Catharina Ackermann, of wife, Henrietta Rippstein, of grandson, Edgar C. Seay

Wehe, Sarah Geneva Autry Maltzberger Lehman (1877-1969),* great granddaughter via Sarah Jane Coker Autry

Wehe, Max V. (1871-1943), husband of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry

Werner, Emma Minna Helmke (1903-1986)

Werner, Walter (1895-1936)

Weil, Johann Jacob (1823-1846), second great uncle of husband, Herbert Frank Heimer, of second great granddaughter, Janie Helen Marmon

West, Neada Capps (1892-1958), niece of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; niece of wife Matilda Bellzora Capps of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Wilkins, Jeptha (1814-1891), husband of aunt, Nancy Agnes Jones, of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; husband of aunt, Nancy Agnes Jones, of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Wilkins, William Martin (1853-1936), first cousin of wife, Olive K. Capps, of grandson, James Marion Coker; first cousin of wife, Matilda Bellzora Capps of grandson, Charles Edward Jones

Williams, Hulda Kathleen Rompel Hesford (1908-1985), niece of wife, Lena Rompel, of husband, Max V. Wehe, of great granddaughter, Sarah Geneva Autry

Wilson, Esther Johnson (1825-1904), wife of brother-in-law, Solomon C. Wilson, of sons, Neill Brown Coker and James Harrison Coker

Wilson, Matthew B. (1834-1914), brother-in-law of sons, Neill Brown Coker and James Harrison Coker

Wilson, Parthenia E. Thomas (1838-1902), wife of brother-in-law, Matthew B. Wilson, of sons, Neill Brown Coker and James Harrison Coker

Wilson, Solomon C. (1836-1900), brother-in-law of sons, Neill Brown Coker and James Harrison Coker

Wright, Malinda Arnold Gann (1832-1858), wife of brother-in-law, John Delaney Gann, of son, James Harrison Coker

Zwally, Fredericke Heiligmann (1848-1925),** mother-in-law of sister-in-law, Ida Cooper, of great granddaughter, Mary Louise Autry Cooper, via Sarah Jane Coker Autry

Zwally, George (1840-1900),* father-in-law of sister-in-law, Ida Cooper, of great granddaughter, Mary Louise Autry Cooper, via Sarah Jane Coker Autry
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Zwally, George William (1875-1912),** husband of sister-in-law, Ida Cooper, of great
granddaughter, Mary Louise Autry Cooper, via Sarah Jane Coker Autry
Zwally, Ida Cooper (1877-1959), sister-in-law of great granddaughter, Mary Louise Autry Cooper,
via Sarah Jane Coker Autry